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NEW QUESTION: 1
When visiting certain websites, users receive a message in
Internet Explorer. The message is shown in the exhibit. (Click
the Exhibit button.)
You need to ensure that the Internet Explorer settings for all
client computers follow company requirements.
What should you modify in Group Policy?
A. Enable the Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel\Security
Page\Internet Zone\Do not prompt for client certificate
selection when no certificate or only one certificate setting.

B. Enable the Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel\Prevent
ignoring certificate errors setting.
C. Enable the Windows Components\Windows Error
Reporting\Disable Windows Error Reporting setting.
D. Enable the Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel\Security
Page\Internet Zone\Turn on Protected Mode setting.
E. Disable the Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel\Prevent
ignoring certificate errors setting.
F. Disable the Windows Components\Windows Error
Reporting\Disable Windows Error Reporting setting.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following should be of MOST concern to an IS
auditor?
A. Failure to notify police of an attempted intrusion
B. Lack of notification to the public of an intrusion
C. Lack of reporting of a successful attack on the network
D. Lack of periodic examination of access rights
Answer: C
Explanation:
Not reporting an intrusion is equivalent to an IS auditor
hiding a malicious intrusion, which would be a professional
mistake. Although notification to the police may be required
and the lack of a periodic examination of access rights might
be a concern, they do not represent as big a concern as the
failure to report the attack. Reporting to the public is not a
requirement and is dependent on the organization's desire, or
lack thereof, to make the intrusion known.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 2.
The administrator enters the show spanning-tree instance 2
command on Switch-3 and sees the output shown in Exhibit 2.
What could explain the output results?
A. Switch-1 has a higher MAC address than Switch-2.
B. Switch-3 has incompatible MSTP region settings with other
switches.
C. Switch-3 filters BPDUs on port 26.
D. Switch-1 has a lower MAC address than Switch-2.
Answer: B
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